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Kenya staggers and spellbinds the visiting rovers with its sheer magnetism that principally
germinates from the highly exhilarating natural brilliance of the expanse! Lush forests and open
plains, towering skyscrapers and vibrant tribal groups, and coral reefs and freshwater lakes â€“
contrast surely resides in Kenya! Get a brief overview of some potent crowd pullers that dwell in this
part of the world!

Lamu

One of the countryâ€™s oldest towns, Lamu is a great hit among backpackers grabbing air tickets to
Kenya. A fine place to take off the dirt of weariness and put on the musk of exhilaration, Lamu
surely deserves a place even in the travel itineraries of families landing up in Kenya. It sure is a
pleasure to check out the warmth-inducing town area and to while away time listening to the
rhythmic sound of the ocean waves.

Lake Nakuru National Park

Lake Nakuru National Park is yet another fine glittering spot that truly merits a place in the
sightseeing schedule of every traveller who books tickets to Kenya in pursuit of green serenity. A
flood of flamingos, seen blanketing the lake, is one attraction that bewilders most. The park is also
home to white rhino, warthog, giraffe, hippo, ostrich, and lion.

Amboseli National Park

Keeping the â€˜wildâ€™ trail going, Amboseli National Park in Kenya allows tourists to take in the utter
beauty of mesmerising views. Tranquillity finds abode here and its calm disposition is only ruffled by
the sounds of roaring leopards, trumpeting elephants and chirping birds! The national park is home
to more than 50 species of mammal and over 400 species of bird! For wildlife lovers, it seldom gets
so exciting.

Lewa Wildlife Conservancy

Kenya is not called wildlife paradise without any reason! The place is stuffed with reserves and
parks that resonate with the triumphant thumping of animal kind. Next on the list is the Lewa Wildlife
Conservancy, a private reserve established with an aim to protect the black rhino, sitatunga, and the
endangered Grevy's zebra.

Malindi and Watamu

For holiday makers who book airline tickets to Kenya in quest of peace and tropical settings, Malindi
and Watamu offer the perfect alternatives! Malindiâ€™s beaches have helped the town in becoming one
of the most sought after attractions in Kenya. While Silversands boasts a cluster of villas and small
resorts, Malindi Marine Park is great for snorkelling.

Further down south is Watamu, a national park with two main lagoons - Turtle Bay and Blue
Lagoon, each with numerous resorts and hotels, catering to both luxury travellers and those who
book cheap airline tickets. Tourists here can engage in range of activities like sunbathing, sailing,
dolphin watching, diving and other kinds of water sports.
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Masai Mara

It is almost criminal to leave out Masai Mara when talking about Kenya attractions! Highly popular
among tourists booking air tickets to Kenya, Masai Mara is the place where the hunt for the â€˜big fiveâ€™
is most likely to be fruitful in perhaps the shortest periods of time! Dry season (July to October) is
when the place blossoms like no other. Catch the annual migration of over a million wildebeest
during the period!
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